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Abstract: In this paper we introduce the notion of anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal in ring and give some 
Characterizations of anti L-fuzzy bi-ideals in rings. 
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Introduction: The idea of fuzzy subset  of a set X was primarily introduced by L.A Zadeh [1].Garrett 
Birchof [2] introduced the concept of lattice theory. Further J.A Goguen [3] replaced the valuations set 
[0,1] by means of a complete lattice in an attempt to make a generalized study of fuzzy set theory by 
studying L-fuzzy sets. Lajos and Szasz [4] introduced the idea of bi-ideals in ring. Chelvam and Ganesan 
[5] has introduced the bi-ideal in near ring, later Kuroki [6] introduced the notion of fuzzy bi-ideals in 
semi groups and Liu [7] studied them in rings. A detail work about bi-ideal and fuzzy bi-ideals in a ring 
can be found by S.K. Datta [8].  Majumder and Sarder [9] explored on the idea of anti fuzzy bi-ideals in 
fuzzy group theory. In this paper, we introduced the notion of anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of rings and 
investigate some properties. 
 
1. Preliminaries: In this section we include some elementary aspects that are necessary for this paper. 

 

1.1 Definition: Let X is a non-empty set. A mapping  m : ]1,0[®X is   called   a fuzzy subset of X. 

 
1.2 Definition:  Let R be a ring .and m  be a fuzzy subset of R. m  is called a fuzzy ideal of R if  

(i) )( yx -m ≥ min { )(),( yx mm } 

(ii) )(xym ≥ max { )(),( yx mm }    

 

1.3 Definition: Let  R be a ring. A fuzzy set  m of  R is said to be fuzzy subring of R if,  

(i) )( yx -m ≥ min { )(),( yx mm } 

(ii) )(xym ≥ min { )(),( yx mm }  

 

1.4 Definition: 
Let µ be a fuzzy subset of a ring R. Imµ is defined as,  

Imµ . 
 
1.5 Definition: Let µ be a fuzzy subset of a ring R. The set  is called a lower level 
subset of . 
 
1.6 Definition:  A non empty fuzzy subset m  of a ring R is called an fuzzy bi-ideal of R if  

(i) 
)( yx -m

 ≥ min {
)(xm

, 
)(ym

} 
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(ii) )(xym  ≥ min { )(xm , )(ym } 

(iii) )(xyzm  ≥ min { )(xm , )(zm }     Rzyx Î" ,,  

 
 1.7 Definition: Let R be a ring. A fuzzy set m  of R is said to be L-fuzzy subring of R if for R the 

following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) 
)( yx -m

≥ 
)()( yx mm Ù

 

(ii) )(xym ≥ )()( yx mm Ù  

 
1.8 Definition: Let R be a ring and L be a lattice. A fuzzy set µ of R is said to be anti L-fuzzy subring of R 
if  

(i) 
£- )( yxm Ú)(xm )(ym

 
(ii) £)(xym Ú)(xm )(ym  

 
1.9 Definition: Let R be a ring and L be a lattice. A fuzzy set µ of R is said to be L-fuzzy bi-ideal of R if  

(i) 
)( yx -m

≥ 
)(xm Ù )(ym

 

(ii) )(xym ≥ )(xm Ù )(ym  

(iii) )(xyzm ≥ )(xm Ù )(zm Rzyx Î" ,,  

 
2. Anti L-Fuzzy Bi-Ideal: 

2.1 Definition:  
Let R be a ring and L be a lattice. A fuzzy set µ of R is said to be an anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of R if  

(i) 
)( yx -m

≤ 
Ú)(xm )(ym

 

(ii) )(xym ≤ )(xm Ú )(ym  

(iii) )(xyzm ≤ )(xm Ú )(zm Rzyx Î" ,,  

 
Example: 

Consider the fuzzy set m of R by )(xAm  = 
î
í
ì

irrationalisxif

rationalisxif

2.0

6.0
 

Then Am  is an anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of R. 

 
2.2 Theorem: If A be an anti L-fuzzy subring of ring R, then, 

(i) 
)0(Am ≤ 

)(xAm  

(ii) )( xA -m = )(xAm Ryx Î" ,  

(iii) If R is ring with unity then )(xAm ≥ )1(Am  

Proof: For x in R and 0 is the identity element of R. 
Now, 

(i) )0(Am  
= )( xxA -m ≤ )(xAm Ú )(xAm  

 =  )(xAm  

)0(Am ≤ )(xAm  

(ii) )( xA -m = )0( xA -m ≤ )0(Am Ú )(xAm  

)(xAm  

)( xA -m = )(xAm  
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For x¹ 0 in R and 1 is the identity element of R  

(iii) )1(Am = )( 1-xxAm ≤ )(xAm Ú )( 1-xAm  

= )(xAm  

)1(Am ≤ )(xAm  

 
2.3 Theorem: If A and B be Two anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal’s of a ring R then A B isanti  L-fuzzy bi-ideal of 
ring R. 
Proof: Let A and B be two anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of a ring R. Let  be any element. 
Then   

(i) 
)( yxBA -Çm

≤
)(xBAÇm
Ú

)(yBAÇm
 

(ii) )(xyBAÇm ≤ )(xBAÇm Ú )(yBAÇm  

(iii) )(xyzBAÇm ≤ )(xBAÇm Ú )(zBAÇm  for  

 
Let be any element Then, 

(i) )( yxBA -Çm  ≤ 
)( yxA -m
Ú

)( yxB -m
 

≤{ )(xAm Ú )(yAm }Ú{ )(xBm Ú )(yBm }   

= { )(xAm Ú )(xBm )}Ú{ )(yAm Ú )(yBm } 

= )(xBAÇm Ú )(yBAÇm  

Thus, )( yxBA -Çm ≤ )(xBAÇm Ú )(yBAÇm
 

 

(ii) )(xyBAÇm  ≤ Ú  

                  ≤{ )(xAm Ú )(yAm }Ú{ Ú )(yBm } 

                  ={ )(xAm Ú )(xBm }Ú{ Ú )(yBm } 

                  = Ú  
Thus,   
 
(iii)  

{ )(xAm Ú )(zAm }Ú{ Ú )(zBm } 

                   ={ )(xAm Ú )(xBm }Ú{ Ú )(zBm } 

                   =  
Thus,  

Hence A B is a anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of  a ring R. 
 
2.4 Theorem: If A is an anti L-fuzzy subring of R,then =  gives for  in R 
the identity 0 in R . 
Proof: Let  and  in R the identity 0 in R  
 
Now, 

 
 

                                         =  
                                         =  
                                         =  

=  
                                         =  
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                                         =  
  
 
2.5 Theorem: If A is an anti L-fuzzy subring of a ring R. then is either empty 
or is a subring of R. 
Proof:  If no element satisfies this condition then H is empty. 

If  then, 
≤  

                 =1  

                 =1
 

 
                 =1   
                 =1

 

Thus  
H is a subring of R. 
Hence H is either empty or a subring of R. 
 
2.6 Theorem: Let  be a fuzzy subset of a ring R.  is an anti L-fuzzy bi ideal of R iff its lower level 
sets ’s are bi ideals of R for all . 
 
2.7 Theorem: Let  be L-fuzzy set of R, then  is an anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of R iff is L-fuzzy bi-ideal of 
ring R. 
Proof:  Let  be an anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of R, then 

(i) 
)( yxA -m

≤ 
Ú)(xAm )(yAm  

(ii) )(xyAm ≤ )(xAm Ú )(yAm  

(iii) )(xyzAm ≤ )(xAm Ú )(zAm Rzyx Î" ,,  

 
To show that ,  is L-fuzzy bi-ideal of R. 

(i) 
)( yxA -m

≤ 
Ú)(xAm )(yAm  

Imply that, (1- ) 1-  
                         1 -  ( 1-  

 
 

(ii) 
)(xyAm ≤ 

)(xAm Ú
)(yAm

 
Imply that,(1 1-  
                  1 -  ( 1-  

 
     

(iii) 
)(xyzAm ≤ 

)(xAm Ú
)(zAm

 
Imply that,(1- ) 1-  
                        1 -  ( 1-  

 
Hence  L-fuzzy  bi-ideal of ring R. 

Similarly, when  is L-fuzzy bi-ideal of R. We can show that Am  is an anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of R. 

 
Conclusion: In this paper, the definition, example and some theorems in anti L-fuzzy bi-ideals are 
given. Using these, various results can be developed under the topic anti L-fuzzy bi-ideal of a ring. 
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